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The 71-or.bital OCE-SCF calculation re.ported by Moccia8 has 
been repeated with electron repulsion integrals stored to greater 
precision: for the energy, effective field gradient, viirial theorem, 
dipole moment, molecrular quadrupole moment etc. the results are 
considerably altered and generally improved. 
A series of OCE bases for HCl has been constructed by adding 
STO's to a basis proposed by Gilbert and Wahl for Cl233 • In ithe 
largest basis, 29-orbitals, the total energy -460.068938 au art the 
equilibrium internuclear distance is lower than that in the 71-
-orbital basis, -460.052595 au. 
The two bases are compared with experiment and with the 
results from Two-Centre-Expansion theory, in order to assess their 
relative validity and usefulness. 
INTRODUCTION 
Solving the Hartree-Fock-Roothaarn (HFR) equations iis simplified if the 
basis orbitals <!>; are centred on the same point; One Centre Expansion (OCE) 
wavefunctions. An OCE bas.is is appropriate when the molecule has high 
symmetry about a point and no inner-shell electrons except at the point (e.g. 
CH,1 or NH32), amd when a molecular 1property is hioghly dependent on the 
electr.on d~stribution illear one point, as in present calculations. AR, an OCE 
basis is increased, 'it •appr.o.aches a complete set3•4 and can, in principle, ap-
proach the Hartree-Ftock (H-F) wavef'll!Ilction. 
For the EFG at the Cl nucleus in HCl, the operator i.s (3 cos20"' -1)/r"'3, 
with r"' the distance from the Cl nucleus and E>a the angle from the prindopal 
axis of the EFG tensor5•6• This operator ts large for small values of ra, and 
electron density near the Cl nucleus dominates the contributions to the EFG7 
Thll!S an OCE basis for HCl centred on Cl should approximate the EFG well, 
since a large OCE basis is flexible near its centre. An OCE calcu1ahon on HCl 
in a ba·sis of 71 Slater--type orbitaLs (STO's) by Moccia8, gave an EFG 
agreeing with the best experimental value available at that time9 to within 
experimental uncertainty. This calculation was repeated to study the relation 
of the electron distributfon to the EFG. 
However, because in the Moccia calculation the electron repulsion in-
tegrals were stored to 6 signific·ant f.i:gures10, while im. ours they were stored 
to 16, the occupied MO's with higher eigenvalues, which are most seinsitive 
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to changes in the integrals, differed enough between the two calculations to 
give a difference in the EFG of 60/o. A 6'0/o difference from experimental is 
less than that from a two-centre double-~ STO calculation (80/o error)11, but 
greater than that from extensive twocentre ab-initio STO calculations on HCl 
(t°/o -20/o ermr)12,13. Why does Moccia's ba&is8 give a less accurate EFG than 
two-centre bases which include fewer orbitals on Cl? How can we construct 
an OCE basis more accurate for the EFG? These questions are examined in 
later papers6,7,14,i 5, 
1. TYPES OF OCE WA VEFUNCTIONS 
OCE wavefunctions fall into two classes: (i) configiurati.on ·interaction 
wavefUl!lctions (OCE-CI)16, (ii) molecular orbital self-consistent f1ield (OCE-
-SCF) wavefuncttons2. Some calculations use both procedures17, with a single 
determinant opttmized by the HFR procedure and other determina1nts con-
structed with the unoccupied HFR orbitaJs. The OCE-SCF method was chosen 
over OCE-CI for this work because to first..,order the ex·pectation value :of a 
one-electron operator is unchanged by inclusion of CI18 except when < o >e 
is nearly cancelled by < o >nuc1.19, which does not occur ilil HCl. 
2. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE OCE-SCF METHOD AND WA VEFUNCTIONS 
a) Computational Advantages 
Only if OCE-SCF oalculations are simpler or quicker than many-centre 
calculationJS of comparable accuracy is their use justified. However all electron 
repulsion integrals in an OCE-SCF calculation ca:n be evaluated quickly c1om-
pared to the :muJticentre integrals which artse otherwise; the orbi·tal products 
and r i~ are ex:pressed as finite combinations of products of spherical har-
monics on the expansion centre; many terms vanish upon integriation over 
the angular coor.di:nates20 ; thus these integrals are evaluated much more 
rapidly in an OCE basis. The number of non-zero electron repulsion integrals 
is substantially reduced: because of the, symmetry of the spherical harmonics, 
about 85°/o of the, pos1sible integral·s vanish; for typical many-centre calculati:orns 
this fraction 1is less than 500/o21. 
Anoither advantage arises in calculating OCE..:SCF wavefunotJio:n1s at a 
series ,of internuclear distances. Since fpq i rs] is independent of internuclear 
distance if all orbitals are on •the same cent~e, a change in ·intermuclear distance 
without a change of basis requires no re1calculat1on of the [pq I rs]. Some nuclear 
attraietion integr.als must be recalculated, but these are few compared to the 
[pq I rs] . 
b) Limitatvons of the OCE-SCF wavefunction 
The exact moleoular electronic "+' satisfies the Schrodinger equation, 
( - 1/2 l: V ~ + 1/2 l: l: (r ij1 ) - l: l: :~ ) ip = E VJ, 
i ij ia.Ia 
(1) 
with i, j electrons and a nucleii. At .nucleus a, where r;" vanish, 1JJ .is multiplied 
by an infinite factor on the left of (1). If the ratio Hiphp (_ E) is to remain 
finite iat r;" = 0, 1JJ m1ust sat~sfy22,23 
A 
(01.p/or;.) ri.~ 0 = Z"VJ(r;" = 0), (2) 
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with 'tfJ the average of, ·ip over a sphere of .radius ria· (2) is the ausp conditiion 
on 1jJ24 ; for non-zero 1p (ria = 0), there is a discontinuity in directiV'Ilal de-
rivatives of ·rp through the point ria = 025. 
Consider an OCE basis composed of STO's 
<Pi (n, l, m, C, r, 6, Cf>) = N (n, 0 r 0- 1 exp (-Cr) S1m (6, Cf>), (3) 
with N (n, () a normali.zati.on factor and S1,,, (f}, <P) a ·spher.ical harmonic, In-
cluding STO's with n = 1, the OCE wavefunction satisfies (2) if a is the ex-
pansion ·centre, since for n = 1, (o <PJo r)r=o = - t; N (n, i;) Sim (0, 0) ~ 0. If a 
is niot the expansion centre, (2) cannot be satisfied, since directional derivatives 
of (3) are continuous everywhere but r = 0. If enough basis functions are in-
cluded, the OCE wavefunction can approximate a cusped funcHon arbitrarily 
closely at an off-centre a. 
How well does an OCE-SCF wavefunction account for the energy of 
attraction between the nuclei and electrons and the energy of repulsion 
between electrons? The potential at a poi·nt f = (r , G, <f;>) due to a nucleus a is 
Va (r) = ZJra, (4) 
with Za the nuclear charge and ra the distance of f foom a. Va (f) can be 
expanded26 , 
oo 1 rt t 
Va (r) = 4n Za ~ - < ~ S 1nz (6a, <Pa) S 1111 (6 , Cf>), (5) 
t = o 2 l + 1 r~1 m=-t 
with (r< :, r>) the (lesser, greater) of (ra, r) and Ga, <Pa the angular coordinates 
of a. The attraction between the electrons and nudeus a Ln the HF ap-
pro:idmati0111 fa 
Ena=-~ Nk < 1Pk[VJ[1Pk >. 
k 
Each 't/Jk is expanded in terms of the ba·sis oribitals, 
V'k = ~ C ;k <Pi, 
i 
(6) 
with <Pi given by (3), Then (6) can be expressed in terms of •iintegralJs of the 
form 
S ~ dr g (r) S ~ d 6 sin 6 S ~" d Cf> S i,m, (6, Cf>) S timi (6, Cf>) S1,,, (6, Cf>) , (7) 
where S i ,m, (8, <P) and S timi (@, <P) are from basi:s orbitals and Sim (@, <P) 
from (5). The ex·act form of the radial integrands g (r) is iiliOt important. The 
angular integral in (7) is zero unless20 
li + lj > l 
and (8) 
Thus in an OCE ba<Sis, terms in (7) with L lar.ger than twice the larg~ L-value 
Ln the basis vanish, If orbitals are included on another centre, their expansion 
in terms of spherical harmonics on the f.irst centre is infinite; there would 
then be no largest Li or Li in (7). ThUIS a two-centre basis does not result in 
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neglect of higher l-terms in (5) so restricting the basis to a fin'ite set on one 
centre oauses truncation of the off-centre nuclear attraction energy4 • 
SimilaTly, the electron repulsion operator r i~ can be expanded 
1 
2 l + 1 
with (r < , r >) now the (lesser, greater) of (r 1 , r 2 ). In evaluating [pq J rs] ter.ms 
arise containing the factors 
J ~ d e 1 sin e 1 J ~" d <l\ S i,,m ,, (6 1 , cJ\) S i. m. (e1 , <f\) S im (e 1 , <!\) 
and 
J~df)2 sine2 J~" d<P2 Si,m, ce2,<P2)Si,m, ce2, <P2)S1111 Ce2,<P2); 
the product of these vanishes unless lp + lq > l, and Zr + ls > l, so there is 
also truncation of the electron repulsion energy in a finite OCE :basis. Ln a 
given basis these errors can be reduce,d by adding -orbitals .of higher l. 
3. CHOICE OF BASIS 
The igeneral form (3) of the STO contains the spherical harmonic 
Sim (6>, <!> ). No.rmal:ized associated Legendre polynomials are choisen as the 
6>-dependent .part27• F.or the <!>-dependent factor there are two common choices: 
the complex functions exp (im<l>)28, or the real functions sin Jim I <[> and 
cos Im I <!>27•29• For this work the real functions w~re chosen !because they 
lead to Fack matrices wi,th real elements; with complex orbitals 'the Fack 
matrix is in general oomplex. Complex matrices have two disadvam.ita.ges: they 
requi.re twice as much computer memory ais the corresponding real matrix, 
and many matrix diagonalization methods30 are restricted to real matuices. 
Formulas for 1the real spherical harmonics are given in Reference 26. 
For an SCF calculation of HCl the necessary m-values can be determi ned 
exactly. CO'Ilsider HCl with Cl at the ·orig in and the proton on the + z-axis. 
The MO structure of HCl :is31 (lso-)2 (2scr)2 (2po)2 (2pn)4 (3pn)4 • The o MO's 
depend upon the angle <!> about the z-axis in the same way as the <!>-factor 
of a spherical harmonic with m = O; the n MO's have the <!>-dependence of 
a spherical harmonic with m = ± 1. Thus the. <P-dependence ·of all MO's of 
HCl is given correctly by a basis including STO's with only the three m,-values 
- 1,0, ,and + 1. 
No limit can be placed on the n- .or l-values needed. The n-value deter-
mines the shar.pness of the radial peaking and the l-value the sharpness of 
the angular peaking, For n > 1, the radial factor of ,an STO, 
R (n, C, r) = rn-i exp (-Cr), (9) 
vanishes for r = 0 and approaches 0 ,as r-+ oo, with a maximum at a point 
r max between the extremes. The sharpness of this maximum is the width at 
half-height of (9) . Differentiating (9) : 
r max = (n - 1)/C, (au) (10) 
The widths at half height of the radial function (9) for values of n from 4 to 20 
and rmax = 2.41 au are compared with a similar value for the l :s ,orbital of H 
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TABLE I 
Radial peaking of STO's. Widths at haLf height (au) for STO's with rmax = 2.41 au 


















(Table I), si:nce -orbitals are added to an OCE basis for HCl to a:pp:roximate 
electron density at the proton. The radial part of the H 1$ iorbital is 
RH (r) = exp (- r) , 
which falls to half its maximum value (rmax = 0) at r = 0.69 au;, the quantity 
C·orresponding to w1dth at half height of the STO's on Cl is twice 1this, 1.38 au. 
This sharpness iis attained for n > 18 (Table, I). This peakmg is ilLusory, 
occurinig i:n all direction-s, though needed only at the proton32 • 
Orbitals with n = 18 are not used .in OCE bases; in one approach3 n- and 
l-values are selected by constructing normalized OCE-MO's to maximize 
overlap with MO's fr{)lffi two-centre calculations; 1he exponents t; are selected 
by minimizing the molecular energy in a series of calculathms. 
The present approach starts (in HCl) with an accurate published ba:s1s for 
Cl in a two-centre calculation of Cl233 and adds -0rbitals to approx1mate the 
electron distribution near the proton. The basis enlargement p:rocess will be 
reported6 • A rather small basis yields a lower molecular energy and several 
molecular pPoperties closer to the HF limit f:or HCl 1than the 71-STO basis 
of Moccia8. 
Moccioa developed a larige OCE basis for HCl by the first approach over 
a number of years3,8• The basis includes 71 orbitals; -only 51 a1re listed because 
each -orbital with m = 1 there 1is another with identical n, l, and 'S but wi>th 
m = - 1. A similar convention is followed later in listing n MO's . 
Orbitals 1 through 9 are essentially a triple-?; set of ls, 2s, and 3s orbitals 
(3 t;-v·alues for every, n, l, m combination). A 9s orbital with rmax = 2.34 au 
(orbital 10) for electron density near the proton. The pa orbita1s 11-11 follow 
a similar pattern, but with two 2pa and four 3pa -orbiitals included34 ; the 
remaini:ng a-orbital pattern is less simple; for 1 < l < 3 two orbitals of the 
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m1mmum n (= L + 1) aind at least one of a higher n for density at the prnton 
are added. For 4 < L < 6, there is one orbital wi•th n = L + 1 and one with 
n = 9; for L = 7, the highest included, there is only t he n = 9 orbital. The 
:n: orbitals fullow a similar pattern with one less L = 6 orbital. 
The :n: set is a radially flexible as the o set; although there are 31 
a-orbitals and only 20 n-orbitals for each m-value, 10 of the. o-orbi.tals are 
s-o:rbi1ta1s (L = 0). For L > 1 there are 21 o-oirbitals. and 20 :n:~orbitals, and the 
orbirtal of largest Tmax (orbi•tal 44, rmax = 2.727 au) is a n-orbital. 
Two major criticisms can be made : farst, it was too costly ·to energy-oipti-
mize the ( of the whole 71-STO set; 43 orbital<s were first selected and the 
energy :minimized with respect to the ( of these orbitals8 ; then severial unim-
portant orbitals were discarded •and orbitals with higher n 1and L added with 
exipOIIlents chosen to put rmax near the proton. The exp0inents were mot reopti-
mized after addition .of these orbitals. Since several of the MO's involve the 
high-n bas-is orbitals heav.ily (Table V), the role of some oribi.tals of the 43-
-orbital se,t wrth low exponents (i.e. higher Tmax) is now 1taken by o.rbitals with 
higher n, and the charge distribution would be better approximated by incre-
asing ·the eJGponents of some lower-n orbitaJ,s 1:0 give flexibility i:n the bonding 
regirni. Adjusting the -orbital exponents would require much computer, time, 
so reo.ptimizing the 71-STO set wa•s not undertaken. 
Second, the large number ·of n orbitals. The bonding ·iin HCl involves CJ 
orbitals (ti.Jn a milnima:l two-centre basis for HCl no n iorbitals aire included on 
H) ; it •iis better fo leave the n basis at roughly the size for •an accurnte calcu-
lation on the c1- ion and make most ·Of the orbital additiolliS to the o set. To 
avoid artificial de.v~ations from spherical symmetry in MO'is describing inner 
electron she1ls6, 35 the exponents of, for example, the 2p :n: .basis o.rbitals must 
equal those of the cor.responding 2ip o set so that small polaTizarbion .is prnduced 
by dHferences in the MO coefficients, when there is more than ·one 2p orbital 
of each symmetry. The basis in Table II, has differences of up to 0.1 between 
correspOIIlding 2p o and 2p n exponents. A calcul-atiion of c1- in this baisiJs6 
pr.oduced a charge distr·ihwtion which deviated significantly from :spherical 
symmetry. 
The bases in this paper6 were cons<tructed .by adding oribitals wrth n = 9 
and Tmax = 2.4087 au 1:0 the Gilbert-Wahl {GW) basis for Cl233, which was 
developed fr.om the ba•sis for Cl of Bagus36• The largest ba.sis used (29 STO's) 
is .given in Table III. 
4. EVALUATION OF ELECTRONIC INTEGRALS 
Techniques eva1uatilng all the integrals which occur in an OCE-SCF cal-
culati·OIIl are well-kinown28, except for the ioff-centre nuclear iattracUori inte-
grals37. The integ.ral routines used were written independently and were 
designed to be completely general; there is no limit to the size of the n , L, m, 
or ( parameters which the routines can handle except the largest number 
which the computer can represent. 
It is .important that one who writes TOutines for the evaluation of electmnic 
integrals prove the accuracy of these r.outines, •si:nce the molecula•r energy 
and MO's are seriously affected if there are. errors in .integral evaluatiionss. To 
this end derivatiions of the i:ntegral formulas are given26 with comparisons 
be.tween ·iintegrals evaluated by these routines and previously publiished values. 
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TABLE II 
The MocciaS OCE basis for HCl. 71 STO's, 31 a orbitals and 20 re pairs 
a orbitals n m r max (au) 
-
1 1 0 
I 
0 I 23.980 0.000 
2 1 0 0 
I 
15.305 0.000 
3 1 0 0 10.000 0.000 
4 2 0 0 8.502 0.118 
5 2 0 0 I 6.297 0.159 
6 2 0 0 4.000 0.250 
7 3 0 0 I 1.767 1.132 
8 3 0 0 1.104 1.812 
9 3 0 0 0.805 2.484 
10 9 0 0 3.419 2.340 
11 2 1 0 8.885 0.113 
12 2 1 (J 5.725 0.175 
13 3 1 0 4.361 0.459 
14 3 1 0 2.004 0.998 
15 3 1 0 1.222 1.637 
16 3 1 0 0.862 2.320 
17 9 1 0 3.419 2.340 
18 3 2 0 2.224 0.899 
19 3 2 0 1.492 1.340 
20 6 2 0 2.137 2.340 
21 9 2 0 3.419 2.340 
22 4 3 0 1.675 1.791 
23 4 3 0 
I 
2.125 1.412 
24 9 3 0 3.419 2.340 
25 5 4 c 2.000 2.000 
26 9 4 0 3.419 2.340 
27 6 5 0 2.000 2.341 
28 9 5 0 3.419 2.340 
29 7 6 0 2.564 2.340 
30 9 6 0 
I 
3.419 2.340 
31 9 7 0 3.419 2.340 
re orbitals n m T max (au) 
32 2 1 
I 
1 8.990 0.111 
33 2 1 1 5.720 0.175 
34 3 1 1 4.330 0.462 
35 3 1 1 2.340 0.855 
36 3 1 1 1.270 1.575 
37 6 1 1 2.137 2.340 
38 9 1 1 3.419 2.340 
39 3 2 1 1.700 1.176 
40 3 2 1 1.100 1.818 
41 4 2 1 1.200 1.667 
42 7 2 1 2.564 
I 
2.340 
43 4 3 1 1.600 1.875 
44 4 3 1 1.100 2.727 
45 7 3 1 2.564 2.340 
46 5 4 1 1.500 2.667 
47 9 4 1 3.419 2.340 
48 6 5 1 2.136 2.341 
49 9 5 1 3.419 
I 
2.340 
50 8 6 
I 
1 2.990 2.341 
51 9 7 1 3.419 2.340 
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TABLE III 
GW + 9 OCE basis for HCL. 29 STO's, 19 a orbitals, 5 n pairs. Basis developed from 
Cl2 basis of Gilbert and Wahl33 
a orbitals n m rmax (au) 
1 1 0 0 18.424 I 0.000 2 2 0 0 16.187 0.062 
3 2 0 0 6.092 0.164 
4 3 0 0 2.608 0.767 
5 3 0 0 1.597 1.252 
6 2 1 0 10.267 0.097 
7 2 1 0 5.608 0.178 
8 3 1 0 2.608 0.767 
9 3 1 0 1.463 1.367 
10 3 2 0 1.943 1.029 
11 9 0 G 3.32129 2.4087 
12 9 1 0 3.32129 2.4087 
13 9 2 0 3.32129 2.4087 
14 9 3 0 3.32129 2.4087 
15 9 4 0 3.32129 2.4087 
16 9 5 0 3.32129 2.4087 
17 9 6 0 3.32129 2.4087 
18 9 7 0 3.32129 2.4087 
19 9 8 0 3.32129 2.4087 
20 2 1 0 10.267 0.097 
21 2 1 1 5.608 0.178 
22 3 1 1 2.608 0.767 
23 3 1 1 1.463 1.367 
24 3 2 1 1.943 1.029 
5. ORGANIZATION OF THE SCF CALCULATION 
The computer pr.ogramme to perform the calcula:ti<ons will be .published39 • 
Some general problems which arise iln performrng closed-shell SCF calculations 
will be discussed. 
a) Orthonormalization of Basis 
In Roothaan's4o 
FC = SCE, (11) 
with F the Fock matrix, C the coefficient matrix of the MO'.s, S the overlap 
matrix of the basis set, and E, the diagonal eigenv·alue matrix, e.ach ioterat~on 
of the SCF process involves one solution, finding C and E given F and S. 
If the m.xn m atrix A has an inverse, (11) can be rewritten 
FAA-1C = SAA-1CE ; 
multiplying both sides on the left by A+, the transpose or (if A is complex) 
conjugate transpose of A, 
(12) 
Suppose A has been chosen so that 
A+SA =I, (13) 
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with I the nxn ;identity matrix. Then, defining F' = A+FA and C' = A-1c, 
(12) becomes 
F 'C' = C'E, 
or 
C'-1 FC' = E. (14) 
Since F is symmetric, C' can be found such that E is diagonal and real and 
C' is unitary (i.e. c-1 = c+) 41 • Efficient computer routines exist which find 
C' and E in (14)30. 
Thus the problem in solving (11) ·is finding A such that (13) is sat!stfied, 
which .is equivalent to transform·ing the given basis to an orthon:ormal set. 
The method used here is the. Lowdin Orthogonalized Atomic Orbital (OAO) 
1nethod42 •43, where 
1 '1 
s- 2 =uD 2 u +, (15) 
with U a unitary matrix satistfying 
u +su = D, (16) 
with D diagonal. n-'12 is a diagonal matrix whose non-zero elements are the 
reciprocal square roots of the corresponding elements of D. Substituting on 
the left of (13), 
1 1 1 1 1 
2 = UD - T u + SUD 2 u + = UD 2 DD 2 U ' =I, 
so (13) is satisfied. The problem with this method is that if the basis is or 
is rnearly linearly dependent, the diagonalization (16) gives an inaccurate 
matrix U. Problems of this kind were not encountered in OCE-SCF work. 
b) Initiation of the Iterative Process 
Since the elements of the Fock matrix depend on the MO coefficients, 
these coefficients must be guessed to start the iterative process. The published 
MO coefficients of Moccia8 were used to initiate the 71-STO calcul·ations; 
calculations in the GW basis33 were initiated with the MO coefficients of the 
c1- ion in this basis, whkh itself was initiated by simple guesses of orbital 
occupancies in the ion. Calculations in the enlarged GW :bases6 were initiated 
with th~ coefficient ma•trices of the previous member of the series. 
c) Convergence Criterion for the Iterative Process 
Flor an SCF calculation one can check changes in the electronic . enel'gy 
Ee1ec = T ~ ~ Pii (Hii + Fii) , 
i j 
(17) 
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with Pii• Hii• and Fii elements of the first-'Order density, one-electron Hamil-
tonian, and Fock matrices Tespectively, for convergence. The fiI'st convergence 
criterion rused was that the relative change in Ee1cc between the i-'th and the 
i+l-st iter·aUons be less than 0.5 X 10-12 ; i.e. that 
11 EJEj = I Ei+l - Ei [ /Ei < 0.5 x 10·12• 
This i·s equivalent to requi!ring 12 significant figures in the electrO'!lic energy. 
Even when this criterion was satisfied, the eigenvalue and ooefficients of 
the highest occupied MO still changed in the f.ifth figure. Storing a whole 
coefficiell!t matrix from iteration .to iteration ts costly of computer memory, 
so the fol1owing procedure was used. The energy criteri.on •of 0.5 X 10-12 was 
satisfied. Thereafter the relative change in the eigenvalue of the highest 
occupied MO was cqecked until it fell below 0.5X l0-6• Experience ha1s shown 
that the MO coefficients are accurate to the s:ame number of decimal places 
as the corre,sponchlng eigenvalue. The coefficients of the highest occupied MO 
tend to be the most mobile from ite-ration to ,iJteration for the following reason: 
the successive iterated Fock mat11ices are perturbations of the final Fock 
matrix; the n-th eigenvector at any iteraition can be estiimated to firnt order 
from the co.r-responding converged eigenvector by Rayleigh-Schrodinger per-
turbation theory44, 
(18) 
with 'ljJ ~ the converged n-th eigenvector of F, and F ~n the difference bet-
ween F mn at self-consi·stency and F mn at a particulaT iteration. E ~ and E ~ are 
eigenvalues of the converged eigenvectors. For HCl the lowest ei:genvalue 
i<> much lower than the next lowest, .and successive eigenvalues of occupied 
orbitals occur incre,as1ngly densely1u s; thus the occupied eigenvector w.ith the 
highest e1genvalue has many small denominators in the summation 1n (18) 
and hence :relatively large corrections to 'ljJ ~ ; the eigenvetor wi•th .the lowest 
eigenvalue, however, always has relatively large denominators, and relatively 
small corrections to its eigenvector. 
The first-order density matrix P, with elements 
(19) 
with the &um ·over the MO's 'ljlk and Nk the occupation number of 'lfk, is initer-
mE:ldiate .i:n accumcy between the electronic energy and the coefficients. It 
was observed in comparing preliminary calculations usi1ng 1an energy conveT-
gence criterion of 0.5 X 10-9 with laiter ones using 0.5 X 10-12 that the 0.5 X 10-9 
criterri:on gave about . six significant figures in the densi1y ma·trix. Roughly, if 
9 figures iin the energy give 6 in the density matrix, then 12 in the enerigy 
give 8 in the de1l1Si:ty matrix. This could be tested iby usiing a still smaller 
energy criterion, but this was not done since. it m1ght exceed the accuracy 
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limits of the integral routines. We estimate that the lair:gest density matrix 
elements { = 1) have 8 significant figures, and the rest are accurate to the 
same number of decimal places. 
6. OCE-SCF CALCULATION OF HCl 
The Moccia8 OCE-SCF MO's f.or HCl (Table II) are for R = 2.424 au 
(Re = 2.4087 ,a1u45); the MO coefficients are in Taible IV. This calculation was 
repeated wiith the above programme at the same ~nternuclear distance; the 
MO's obtained aire in Table V. 
TABLE IV 
Moccia's OCE-SCF MO's for HCl8, R = 2.424 au. Basis orbital numbers refer to 
Table II 







































































CJ MO coefficients 
2 CJ 3 CJ 4 CJ 
.00189 -.00003 -.02578 
-.20587 .00098 .27135 
-.22100 .00074 -.24859 
.11237 .00017 .56940 
.93843 -.00566 -1.18487 
.11949 .00130 .57420 
-.00770 .00050 1.02584 
-.00508 -.00005 .17500 
.00233 .00000 -.10227 




.00249 .63172 -.01773 
.00082 .11804 -.00486 
.00017 -.02183 .12564 
- .00024 -.02286 - .00885 
.00007 .00622 .00370 
.00022 .02737 .05752 
.00423 .00371 -.00019 
-.00717 -.00580 .07935 
.00332 .00260 -.05934 
.00081 .00076 .07764 
- .00006 .00018 - .04105 
.00024 .00070 .03780 
.00001 -.00059 - .06759 
.00020 .00023 - .00107 
-.00011 -.00008 .04053 
-.00004 -.00006 - .02374 
.00010 .00015 .04760 
-.00004 -.00002 - .03322 
.00007 .00008 .04877 
.00002 .00004 .01113 
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n MO coefficients 
basis orb. 1 it 2 1t 
32 .30703 -.07154 
.33 .64523 - .19524 
34 .12233 .01423 
35 -.05300 .67714 
36 .06102 .43384 
37 --.07671 .03839 
38 .04082 - .06366 
39 -.02731 .02735 
40 .09636 -.08101 
41 -.03615 .01925 
42 -.01247 .01127 
43 .00112 .02340 
44 -.00010 -.00454 
45 - .00099 .00311 
46 - .00003 .00062 
47 .00006 .00989 
48 .00000 - .00070 
49 .00003 .00694 
50 .00001 .00382 
51 .00001 .00234 
Eigenvalue (au) -8.03815 - .48078 
The eigenval!Ues differ by about 0.007 au, with Moccia's lower; :the ele-
ctronic energies differ by about the same amount. In the higher energy MO's, 
such as 5cr and 2rc, there are la.rge differences in the .coefficients (e.g . 1baisis 
orbital 15 in 5cr, orbital 36 in 2rc). The present integral routines were ithoroughly 
tested; the source of differences is the integral storage length. A test calcu-
lation truncating our integrals to 6 significant figures46 agreed well with the 
Moccia results. 
Since the differences between foe calculations produced important diffe-
rences in. the calcula·ted EFG, further discussi:on of results lin the 71-STO 
basis8 refe,rs to calculations performed in this laboratory with integrals stored 
to 16 figures. Calculations in the ba.sis series constructed from the GW Cl2 
basis33 are also presented. 
a) CalcuLations of HCl at Equilibrium Separation 
Since the EFG at the Cl nucleus contains a nuclear cantriibution dependent 
on the internuclear disfance, for comparison with experiment the OCE-SCF 
wavefunction must be calculated at the experimental equilibrium .internuclear 
distance, 2.4087 au (corrections for vibrational motion will be discussed later47) . 
The OCE-SCF wavefunction in the 71-STO basis for R = 2.4087 au i•s presented 
in Table VI : and thait in the GW+9 basis (largest .of the GW series) of Table 
III in Table VII. 
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TABLE V 
71-STO OCE-SCF MO's for HCl, R = 2.424 au, this work. Basis orbital numbers 
refer to Table II 
E e1ec = - 467.06581 au , E 10 1 = - 460.05261 
cr MO coefficients 
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it MO coefficients 

























.307736 - .073836 
.643627 - .190227 
.125505 - .005041 

















-8.032160 I -.474829 
b) Partitioning of the Electronic Energy 
The electronic energy (17) can be partitioned 
(20) 
with Ek, En, and Er representing kinetic, nuclear attraction, and electron 





a ranging over nuclei and j over MO's. For closed shell molecules, the electron 
repulsion energy can be written4o, 
(23) can be partitioned, 
occ occ 
E, = l: l: (2Jrm - K1ml. 
m 
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TABLE VI 
71-STO OCE-SCF MO's for HCi, R = 2.4087 au (equHibrium distance), this work. 
Basis orbitai numbers refer to Tabie II 
Eelec = - 467.110343555 au, E101 = - 460.052594562 au 
cr MO coefficients 
basis orb. lcr 2cr 3cr 4cr 5cr 
1 .091670 .001781 -.000032 - .030112 .010761 
2 1.079625 - .205248 .000924 .304084 - .105032 
3 - .224686 -.221809 .000701 -.295327 .110723 
4 .119841 .113158 .000199 .634410 -.227399 
5 - .065240 .937791 - .005490 -1.254730 .423567 
6 .015554 .119689 .001382 .606324 - .216185 
7 -.002838 - .007743 .000509 1.055546 - .263282 
8 -.001574 - .004874 - .000068 -.019138 - .028528 
9 .000721 .002220 - .000012 -.008023 .027585 
10 .002628 .007961 -.000118 -.238212 .178306 
11 .000203 .000537 .316378 -.010921 -.050463 
12 - .000214 .002284 .631975 -.017860 - .186765 
13 .000105 .000831 .117845 - .006335 .072664 
14 _:_.000035 .000161 - .022299 .142439 .691212 
15 - .000036 - .000221 - .020691 - .048699 .182983 
16 .000011 .000064 .005373 .019741 .008618 
17 .000039 .000211 .026363 .073848 .074437 
18 .000015 .004311 .003356 -.009365 .058740 
19 -.000019 -.007286 -.005162 .100752 .075486 
20 .000013 .003459 .002374 - .081324 - .003198 
21 - .000005 .000723 .000620 .087095 .142830 
22 .000000 - .000084 .000149 - .044176 - .022354 
23 -.000004 .000244 - .000739 .040367 .038526 
24 .000002 .000031 - .000595 .069757 .122019 
25 - .000002 .000215 .000296 .001294 -.006872 
26 .000001 -.000121 -.000135 .039217 .088204 
27 .000001 - .000042 -.000056 -.026198 -.041544 
28 -.000001 .000097 
I .000152 .050529 .089604 
29 - .000001 - .000057 -.000080 -.037890 -.065301 
30 - .000001 .000092 .000141 .053697 .095705 
31 .000000 .000020 
I 
.000039 .011423 .021891 
Eigen- I 
I 
1-1.111257 value -104.845043 1 -10.571612 -8.033157 -.615937 
(au) 
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Jt MO coefficients 














45 - .001024 
46 - .000027 
47 .000061 


























Table VIII gives the partitioning of Ek, En, and Er into MO contributions for 
the wave:Eunctions of Tables VI and VII. En is resolved into contributions 
from the proton and the Cl nucleus. 
c) ViriaI Theorem; Calculated Re 
The exact wavefunction for HCl at Re satisfies the v.irial theorem48,49 
(25) 
with Epot the total potential energy and Ek the kinetic energy ·of the electrons, 
assuming statio.riary nuclei. At R = 2.4087 au, the 71-STO basi1s gave -2.000526; 
the GW + 9 ba:sii:s gave -2.000126. (25) holds for exact and HF wave:flunctions 
for nuclei at the calculated equilibrium position. Although Re = 2.4087 au 
for HCl experimentally, it is . not the Re calculated in 1the OCE bases, so the 
virial theorem is not expected to hold in these bases for R = 2.4087 au. To 
locate the OCE-SCF Re values, calculations were done at R = 2.3887, 2.3987, 
2.4087, 2.4187, and 2.4287 au for the 71-STO basis and •additionally at R = 
= 2.3787 and 2.4387 au for the GW + 9 basis47 ; a polynomial was :fiitted50 to 
the total energies and the OCE-SCF Re calculated by differentiahng and 
setting to zero. This gave Re = 2.4181 au for •the 71-STO basis ·and 2.5098 au 
for the GW + 9 basis, which indicates the more 1accurate R-dependence of 
the 71-STO wavefunction47 . Polynomial initerpolation of virial ratios in the 
71-STO basis gave a ratio of -2.00054 at R = 2.4181 au; no •Similar calculation 
was done for the GW +9 basis since the calculated Re lay outs.ide the range 
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TABLE VII 
OCE-SCF MO's for HCl, R = 2.4087 au (the equilibrium distance), in the GW + 9 
basis of Table III 























Eelec = -467.126687373, E10 t = - 460.068938380 
o MO coefficients 
lo 2o 3o 4o 5o 
- .862215 .241176 .001031 - .068740 - .020113 
-.164576 .140574 .000582 -.050338 - .015187 
- .001581 -1.079872 - .004792 .376436 .112567 
.000243 -.031849 .002367 -.771859 - .274708 
-.000171 .025517 -.002162 - .385324 .018969 
- .000117 - .000328 .205165 .005950 - .041974 
.000070 -.003269 .821186 .028664 -.189712 
-.000055 -.000961 .023040 -.050990 .423846 
.000081 .000752 -.010288 -.105968 .521532 
- .000007 -.000678 .000864 -.052502 .120225 
.000069 -.011499 .001186 - .026842 .057587 
- .000049 -.000511 .003157 - .025759 .084182 
.000005 .000394 -.000322 - .057651 .160545 
.000002 -.000159 .000209 -.062789 .138888 
.000001 -.000098 .000167 -.040680 .084296 
.000001 -.000063 .000114 - .026350 .053252 
.000000 - .000042 .000078 - .017425 .034550 
.000000 - .000028 .000054 - .011753 .022946 
.000000 - .000017 .000037 
I 
-.008023 .015628 
-104.846577 1 -10.571981 -8.041414 1-1.115449 I -.621367 
re MO coeff.icients 
basis orb. lit 2rc 
20 .2o6048 - .051177 
21 .821462 -.228703 
22 .018728 .540581 
23 - .005187 .564570 
24 .000235 .027335 
Eigen-
values -8.037564 -0.0476228 
(au) 
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TABLE VIII 
OCE-SCF energy partitioning, 71-STO and GW + 9 bases, R = 2.4087 au 
(equilibrium distance), this work. Ek, En, and Er defined below equlition (20) 
A. 71-STO (wavefunction of Table VI). Energies in au. 
MO 
la 274.285943 -563.872979 -563.042652 -.830326 I 39.948475 
2<J 43.560534 -113.479046 -112.648083 -.830963 24.387644 
3<J 41.136374 -109.549221 -108.707555 -.841666 26.173266 
4<J 5.599702 -29.245521 - 28.218354 -1.027167 10.711652 
5<J 3.876404 -23.827384 -22.577841 -1.249543 9.359553 
lit 41.248925 -109.682513 -108.857984 -.824529 26.184681 
2it 4.426839 -25.154384 -24.419729 -.734655 9.888583 
Totals I 459.810485 1 -1109.647945 1 -1101.749911 I -7.898033 182.727118 
B. GW + 9 (wavefunction of Table VII). Energies in au. 
MO 
la 274.261578 -563.848572 -563.018246 -.830326 39.946920 
2a 43.421407 -113.311710 -112.480691 -.831018 24.373170 
3<J 41.219572 -109.635223 -108.793710 - .841513 26.166412 
4<J 5.712308 -29.392261 -28.375288 -1.016973 10.724528 
5<J 3.856888 -23.663926 -22.418303 -1.245623 9.282152 
lit 41.32W18 -109.766012 -108.941503 -.824509 26.181483 
2it 4.441651 -25.215903 -24.488405 -.727498 9.910898 
Totals I 460.010891 I -1109.815522 1 -1101.946054 1 -7.869467 182.677944 
of calcu1ations. The deviation oj these ratios from -2 measures the limitations 
of the OCE bases; a near HF two-centre caJ:c:ulation .of HCl ait R = 2.4087 au 
gives the ratio -2.000313• 
d) Cusp Conditions 
Since the HF equatiion for each orbital has the :same singularities as 
the t01tal Hamiltonian, each HF ortbital ipi must (if ipi {ri,, = 0) ,,: 0) satisfy (2). 
The case 7/Ji (ri,, = 0) = 0, which amses for n: MO's, was treated by Pack and 
Brown51. Any MO can be expanded about nucleus a, 
00 t 
1JJ = l: l: r ' f1,,. (r ,,) S1111 (8 ,,, <P ,,) ; 
! = O m=-! 
(26) 
the exact form of the ftm (r,,) is not important. Pack and Brown showed that 
for H 'ljJ to remain finite at r,, = 0, the relation 
-------~ 
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TABLE IX 
Test of cusp condition, OCE-SCF MO's for HCl, R = 2.4087 au (equilibrium distance), 
GW + 9 and 71-STO bases, this work. 
























B. GW + 9 (wavefunction E>f Table VII) 
MO f -lm (0)" df[m (r)/(dr) ~=o 
lo -38.46951 652.20231 
2o 10.76057 -182.20243 
3CJ .04598 - .79021 
4CJ -3.06696 50.45245 
5CJ -.89737 14.67686 
lit 151.00611 -2442.06206 

















• Defined in equation (27) of text. For <Y MO's, "[ = o; for " MO's , t = 1. 
" For exact Hartree-Fock orbitals, the cusp ratio = -17. 
(l + 1) (df[ m (r11)/dr11)r.=O = - Z 11 fzm (0) 
must hold, where l is the lowest l 1n (26) for which ftm (0) ,= 0. The ratio of 
the left side to f im(O) is called the cusp ratio here, although the teTm is strictly 
correct only if 'l.J.' (ra = 0) ,= 0. For OCE-SCF MO's if a is the expansion 
centre the ftm (r) are lineaT combinations of radial portions (9) of STO's. Ousp 
ratios for the occupied MO's of HCl in the 71-STO and GW + 9 bases at 
R = 2.4087 au are presented in Tahle IX. Note that the cusp ratios of higher 
energy MO's (all cusp raHos = -17 for the HF orbitals) deteriorate in the 
71-STO basis, but that fair accuracy is retained in the GW + 9 basis. 
e) Dipole Moment 
For HCl with the proton on the +z-axis, the electronic contribution to 
the dipole moment ~t is 
µel ec :=: - "l:, N k < "Pk J Z J "Pk >, 
k 
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TABLE X 
OCE-SCF ·dipole moments, 71-STO and GW + 9 wavefunctions for HCl, 












































Experimental52 ii:tot = 1.1085 D. 
with the sum over MO's. Table X gives the MO analysis of µeiec for the GW+9-
and 71-STO OCE-SCF calcula'1Ji.ons at Re = 2.4087 au, as well as µe1ec .in debyes 
(D) and au. The t•otal dipole moment •is also listed, 
The nuclear conkibution is the proton charige bmes its distance from the 
Cl nucleus. The convernion factor 1 au = 2.45158D13 was used. The 71-STO 
and GW+9 contribut1ions to µe1cc are similar, the resuLt in the 71-STO basis 
being shghtly closer to the experimental value (1.1085D52). Both OCE bases 
unde,restimate the magnitude o.f µeiec, because they place too little electron 
density near the proton. This is expected, since STO's centered on Cl are 
unable ·to .produce ·a sharp pefik in the electron density at ·the proton. The 
OCE calculated µ's differ from experiment by about 20'0/o. 
f) Molecular Quadrupole Moment 
The molecular quadrupole moment in au is defined by 
8 = }; z r 2 - ~ < z2 > + __!_ < r 2 >. (28) 
~ ~ ' 
a 2 2 
< z2 > and < r 2 > are expectation value~ of the iJndicated one-electron ope-
rators (28) transforms under a change of origin, 
8 1 = 8-2µ~. 
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with µ defined above and LI the distance of the origin shift along the mole-
cular axis13 For comp<i!rison with experiment, the origin must coilincide with 
the molecular centre of mass, which lies 0.06753 au fl'om the Cl rmcleus13. 
On the ibasis of several e:x,perimental measurements, the recomm~nded expe-
rimental valuesa for 19 of HCl is 3.8 X 10-26 esu-cm2• At R = 2.4087 au the 
71-STO basis gives 3.95 X 10-26 esu-cm2, the GW + 9 3.80 X 10-26. Both agree 
well with experiment, the GW + 9 particularly well, even though < z2 > 
and < r2 > depend strongly on regions of space far from the Cl nucleus. 
However 19 is a measure of the deviation of t he charge distriibut1on from 
spherical symmetry; 1t is shown later47 that the GW + 9 basis reproduces these 
deviiations extremely well. Calculations of @ in the two bases are summarized 
in T,able XI. 
TABLE XI 
Molecular quadrupole moment and related quantities, 71-STO and GW + 9 










< z2 > (au) < r 2 > (au) 
71 -STO" I QW -1-9" 71-STO" GW+9" 
.007467 .007468 .022400 .022405 
.154533 .154452 .462924 .462971 
.246423 .245301 .410569 .408828 
2.744387 2.831999 6.253550 6.348369 
6.361377 6.695791 9.378785 9.754053 
.081895 0.81425 .409296 .407124 
1.798804 1.663878 8.425603 8.313055 
13.275585 13.425616 34.198027 34.436985 
_!_ (3 < Z2 > - < r 2 >lelec = 2.814364 au (71-STO) 
2 
= 2.919932 au (GW + 9) 
_!_ (3 < z2 > - < r2 >) ~uc = 5.801836 au 
2 
Molecular quadrupole moment (esu-cm2) " = 3.9471 x 10-26 (71-STO) 
= 3,7966 X 10-26 (GW + 9) 
Recommended experimental value53 : 3.8 X lo-1w esu-cm2 
• Table VI. 
b Table VII . . 
c Contribution·-from a proton 2.4087 au from the coordinate center on the + z-axis. 
• In molecular center-of-mass coordinates. Conversion factor is 1 au = 1.3449 X 10-2• esu-cm•. 
Experimental dipole moment" . 
g) Electrostatic Force on the Cl Nucleus 
At the equilibrium intemuclea'I' distance there is no net force on either 
nucleus in HCl. Sj:nce the exper~mental Re does not coincide with the OCE-SCF 
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TABLE XII 
Hellman-Feynman force on the Cl nucleus, 71-STO and GW + 9 OCE-SCF 
wavefunctions, R = 2.4087 au (equilibrium distance), this work 
MO 
I < z/r3 > (au) 
71-STO" i GW +9b 
lo .014937 .015939 
20' .024491 .027064 
30' -.018271 .151849 
40' .15215'i' -.020608 
50' -.063156 -.054857 
ln .002362 .000280 
21t .017936 .018085 
Total .150754 .156117 
< z/r3 > ~uc = .172359 
Hellmain-Feynman force on c1• = - .367289 au (71-STO) 
= - .276114 au (GW + 9) 
•Table VI. 
b Table VII. 
• Due to proton 2.4087 au from coordinate center on +z-axis. 
• Equal to - 17 << z/r3 > nuc - < z/r' > elec) The Hellmann-Feynman force for the exact wave-
function is zero. 
TABLE XIII 
< r-• > and < r-2 > 71-STO and GW + 9 OCE-SCF wavefunctions, R = 2.4087 au 
(equilibrium distance) this work. No experimental values avaiLable 
<r-1 > (au) <r-2> (au) 
MO 
I GW+9b I GW+9b 71-STO" 71-STO• 
la 33.120156 33.118720 1106.373872 1105.520522 
2a 6.626358 6.616511 90.299100 90.060466 
3a 6.394562 6.399630 28.327213 28.508806 
4<1 1.659903 1.669135 7.850022 8.050258 
5<1 1.328108 1.318724 2.323223 2.354455 
11t 6.403411 6.408324 28.414347 28.577817 
21t 1.436455 1.440494 2.286048 2.300540 






b Table VII. 
/ 
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TABLE XIV 
Comparison of properties calculated from the 71-STO and GW + 9 OCE-SCF 
wavefunctions for HCl with the two -center resuits of McLean and Y-0shimine13 and 
Cade and Huo12• AH wavefunctions for R = 2.4087 au (equiLibrium distance). Except 
as noted,aH two-center properties from the compilation of McLean and Yoshimine 13 
Propecty IMcL-Yosh13 I Cade-Huo56 I GW+9b I 71-STO" 
Electronic energy (au) -467.1696 -467.1680 -467.1267 -467.1103 
Total energy (au) -460.1119 -460.1103 -460.0689 -460.0526 
Potential enevgy (au) - 920.2110 - 920.2049 -920.0798 -919.8631 
Kinetic energy (au) 460.0991 460.0946 460.0109 459.8105 
Virial ratio (E00,/Ek;n) -2.00003 -2.00003 -2.00013 -2.00053 
Orbital eigenvalues (au) 
la - 104.8479 -104.8485 -104.8466 -104.8450 
20' - 10.5732 -10.5741 -10.5720 10.5716 
30' -8.0405 -8.0420 -8.0414 ---'8.0332 
40' -1.1164 -1.1168 -1.1154 -1.1113 
50' -.6254 - .6262 - .6214 - .6159 
bt -8.0387 -8.0394 -8.0376 -8.0321 
2it -.4763 - .4762 - .4762 -.4752 
< r-1 >0 (au) 64.8218 64.8209 64.8204 64.8088 
< r2 >0 (au) 34.2597 34.2639 34.4370 34.1980 
< z >0 (au) 1.9307 1.937947 1.8730 1.8846 
< z2 >0 (au) 13.3887 13.3622 13.4256 13.2756 
Dipole moment (D) 1.215 1.19747 1.362 1.332 
Molecular quadrupole 
moment (xlo-J?s esu-cm2) 3.74 3.80 3.80 3.95 
Force on Cl nucleus 
(Hellman-Feynman (au) -.0682 - .1821 -.2761 -.3673 
•Table VI. 
b Table VII. 
c Measured from Cl nucleus. 
caloulated Re, the OCE-SCF wavefonctions at the experimental Re give a 
non-zero force on both nuclei. The difference of this quantity fro m zero 1ndi-
cates the deviafaon of the approximate wavefuinction from the exact wave-
function, for which forces on the nuclei are equal to the 1average electrostatic 
forces (Hel1man-Feyniman theorem54); foe oper,ator for the electrostatiic force 
in the z-direction on nucleus a is z .. (z./r .. 3), with z .. the atomic number and 
z"' the distance along the z-axis from nucleus a. Calculations of this quantity 
with a the Cl nucleus for the OCE-SCF wavefunctions in the 71-STO and 
GW + 9 bases 1acr-e summa·r.ized in Table XII. The GW + 9 basis gti.ves a smaller 
force than the 71-STO basis although the 71-STO calculated Re is much closer 
to the experimental value than that in the GW+9 basis. This illustrates the 
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appr.oximate nature of the Hellman-Feynman theorem when applied to ap-
proximate wave:Dunctians54. 
h) Expect;.a;tion Values of r-1 and r-2 
Expectation vialues .of these ·operators a.ire given in Table XIII. < r-1 > 
is compared with . values from near HF two-centre oalculation:s im the next 
section. No comparison :is available for < r-2 >. Note that for < r-1 > the 
71-STO and GW + 9 values are identical thro1ugh the third fiigure, and for 
< r-2 > throuigh the fourth. 
7. COMPARISON WITH EXTENSIVE TWO-CENTRE AB-INITIO CALCULATIONS OF HCI 
There are two near-HF two-centre SCF (TCE-SCF) calculartLons of HCl 
at R = 2.4087 au: one by Cade and Hu;o12 in a 32-STO hasis, and one by 
McLean and Yoshimine55 in a 49-STO basis. McLean and Yoshi!mine13 published 
a number of one-electron properties calculated fr.om both these wave:liunctions ; 
a number are comp,ared wi'th the corresponding quantities in the 71~STO 01I1d 
GW+9 bases in Table XIV. It is with these TCE-SCF .properties that the 
OCE-SCF values should be compared for judging the 1suitability of .the basis, 
since these TCE-SCF wavefunc1lions a:pp11oximate closely the best possible 
single-dete11minant molecular wavefunction. Note that for expectation values 
of properties depending ·oo regions far fr.om the Cl nucleus (e.g. < z2 >, 
< r 2 >, the 71-STO basis iJS closer to the TCE-SCF results; for those depen-
dent on regions closer to the Cl n'Ucleus (e . g.< r-1 >, < z/r 3 >), ithe GW+9 
basis gives better agreement. Reasons for this aire examined in 1the next paper. 
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SAZETAK 
SCF racuni jednog centra na klorovodiku. I. Dio 
J. E. Grabenstetter i M. A . Whitehead 
Koristenjem dvaju razlicitih skupova osnovnih funkcija izvrseni su ab initio 
SCF raeuni jednog centra na klorovodiku. Valjanost dobivenih molekulamJ.h orbitala 
provjerena je pomocu virijalnog teorema, uvjeta vrska i Hellman- Feynmanovog 
teorema. Izraounana svojstva ove molekule (dipolni moment, kvadrupol.ni moment 
i srednje vrijednosti za operatore r -1 i r-2) za oba skupa osnovnih funkcija dobro se 
slafo s postojecim eksperimentalnim vrijednostima i rezultatima masiV1nih proracuna 
ab initio koji se nalaze blizu Hartree-Fockove granice. 
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